Printable worksheets for little kids
Circle the differences

Hint: 7 differences
Circle the differences

Hint: 7 differences
Circle the differences
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Hint: 7 differences
Maze
Guide Bit and Felix to catch the unique butterfly

*There is more than 1 way to reach the unique butterfly*
Help find Bit’s favourite blue robot

*There is more than 1 way to reach the robot*
Guide Bit to an adventure at the zoo
Guide Bit to find the rainbow shuttlecock
Help Bit complete the race
Connect the dots
Connect the dots and colour to complete Bit's first day of school.
Connect the dots and colour to complete Bit and friend's adventure.
Connect the dots and colour
Bit and Java Duke's adventure
Connect the dots and colour Bit's laptop
Connect the dots and colour
Bit’s coding journey
Use your imagination and colour
It is Bit's birthday. How old is Bit? Draw Bit’s candles and decorate Bit’s cake.
Colour Bit's newly programmed smart robot
Complete Bit's castle
Draw Felix and Bit a bridge
Bit’s favourite season is ________________________________

because ________________________________________
Create a puzzle
1. Cut along the dotted lines
2. Paste the pieces to form baby Bit's playroom
1. Cut along the dotted lines
2. Paste the pieces to complete Bit's day of cycling in the park
1. Cut along the dotted lines
2. Paste the pieces to complete Bit’s day at the picnic in a park
1. Cut along the dotted lines
2. Paste the pieces to complete Bit and all Bit's favourite animals
1. Cut along the dotted lines
2. Paste the pieces to complete Bit and friends in class
Create your own comic strip
1. Create your own comic strip
   Bit and friend’s adventure

2.

3.
Create your own comic strip
Bit celebrates a unforgettable Halloween
Create your own comic strip
Building and programming robots

Almost there!
Create your own comic strip
Bit’s education journey
Create your own comic strip
Bit travels the world